
Elise
A case study analyzing the experience of the Coming Out Happy “Pride Amplified™” program.

Coming Out Happy is a Queer-focused personal development company made for
LGBTQ+ adults. Through their signature program, Pride Amplified™, they seek to develop
queer adults who are ready to live more confidently and create healthy relationships through
mind-body connection. Each participant in the group has access to the same digital resources, a
virtual community where they can interact with other participants, downloadable workbooks for
each module, weekly progress reports to track personal growth, and the ability to participate in

live zoom calls with Dani & Keely, LGBTQ+ life
coaches, once per module for discussion.

Elise is a 34 year old female who identifies as a
member of the LGBTQ+ community. Prior to her first
encounter with Coming Out Happy, she was attending
Talk Therapy sessions, using meditation as a tool, and
actively searching for more personal development
support. Pre-program, Elise describes her personal
happiness and fulfillment on a scale of 1-10 as a 2. At
the time, she had recently come out to her family and
was experiencing a divorce from her former partner.
She felt like she needed LGBTQ+ focused support
that could help her stop hiding parts of herself from
others.

As a Therapist herself, Elise feels that her life
journey is meant for growth and self acceptance. Part
of that is through her job, but she acknowledges that
having support systems and professional guidance of
her own is the only way to continue helping her clients

to the best of her ability and take care of her own mental wellbeing. She was actively searching
for mental health and personal development resources when she encountered Coming Out
Happy for the first time on TikTok, which she reported to be using daily at that time. She
ultimately decided to join the program because she struggled with being open and authentic
about who she really is and allowing others’ expectations of her to hold her back from what she
really wanted. She desired a community to support and uplift her, and to find true connection.

Elise had been in and out of talk therapy for 15 years, but had never found a
resource that offered experiential healing quite like Pride Amplified™. Upon enrollment,
she gained access to pre-recorded monthly workshops, monthly live group training & coaching
Zoom calls, an online community where she could interact with other participants of the program
through Mighty Networks, a downloadable workbook to supplement each module, and weekly
progress reports to keep track of her personal progress.

The P.R.I.D.E. Method™ used within the program is the signature process used to take
the client through their transformation. See below how Elise navigated through each portion of
the Method. Elise saw personal growth and transformation in each of the following areas:

● Prioritizing your inner relationship & values



○ Dani & Keely were able to model for her how to slow down and give yourself
space to experience your feelings and connect with yourself.

○ She tended to be anxious and let her anxiety drive her forward, but she needed
to experience someone modeling how to slow down to help her do it.

○ Elise developed a routine out of her self love practices, scheduling them into her
calendar to make time for herself.

● Releasing unrealistic expectations
○ As a self-admitted perfectionist, Elise would oftentimes beat herself up for making

mistakes or not meeting unrealistic expectations.
○ The program helped her to normalize her humanity and has given her chances to

make mistakes and take accountability for them and not punish herself for doing
those things.

○ Ultimately, releasing these expectations gave her a renewed capacity for
acceptance and forgiveness, and she is now less likely to avoid tough
conversations with others.

● Identifying & feeling your feelings
○ Elise learned the importance of mind-body connection, realizing that she had

intellectualized her feelings in the past rather than allowing herself to feel them.
○ She used to struggle with anger and frustration, but has been able to use what

she’s learned in an empowering way to create value-based action instead of
reacting impulsively.

● Developing self love decisions & boundary setting
○ Stuck in people-pleasing patterns for years, she finally learned how to say no and

to be comfortable with the idea that she does not have control over other
people’s reactions to her boundaries.

○ Elise had to create boundaries within herself surrounding shameful beliefs from
her past, and learned to release these limiting beliefs through self love and care.

● Exploring healing in relationships
○ Because of the progress she has made in her relationship with herself, she feels

that she’s more present in her relationships and much less avoidant of conflict
and difficult feelings.

○ She feels that she has been able to bring her most authentic self into her
relationship instead of hiding, which has increased her feelings of security.

● Future visioning
○ Elise has set clear goals for her future, including getting her clinical psychology

license, writing a book, and starting an experiential therapy farm to help others
like her connect with themselves and their community in a compassionate,
growth-driven way.

○ She is in a healthy relationship with her long-distance partner, and hopes to
continue building a relationship and life together with her.

Elise describes the program as being all about your relationship with yourself, at its core,
as well as community. Pride Amplified™ answered the questions, “How do you really meet
yourself where you are?” and “How do you share yourself with others?”. She sets goals



for what she wants to accomplish both personally and professionally, and isn’t hard on herself if
she can’t meet those goals within that time frame because she knows that she will meet them
when the time is right.

Elise is most thankful for Dani & Keely’s guidance on advocating for herself and ending
cycles of people-pleasing. She has become empowered to be her truest self, no matter how
others may react to her authenticity. She feels lighter in her body and is more loving and playful
rather than serious. Most of all, she has stopped avoiding potential pain by accepting and loving
herself for who she is right now, despite what others may think. On a scale of 1-10, she rates
her personal happiness and fulfillment post-program as an 8. She feels that she’s not living in
the best place and isn’t in the best financial situation right now, which is affecting her score, but
she is overall in the best place she’s been in a long time.


